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Abstract 

 
Fault Tolerance is an important issue in Distributed Computing. Fault-tolerant describes a computer system or component designed so 

that, in the event that a component fails, a backup component or procedure can immediately take its place with no loss of service. A 

fault can occur for many reasons like communication failure, resource or hardware failure or it may be of sometime for process faults 

which occur due to shortage of storage of resource, software bugs etc. This eventually leads to a fault environment. In real time 

distributed system feasibility of task is very important because there is a deadline defined for each task and should be finished on or 

before its deadline even there is a fault in the system. Due to possibility of partial failure in the system, the system should routinely 

recover itself from it without disturbing the overall performance of the system. There exist a lots of researches how to make distributed 

system fault-tolerant. This paper aims to provide a better understanding of fault, fault tolerance and fault tolerance techniques used in 

the distributed real time environments. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Distributed system can be effectively defined as a collection of multiple autonomous computers that interact with each 

other over a communication channel in order to achieve their desired goal or result. Common characteristics of a 

Distributed System are Resource Sharing, Openness, Scalability, Transparency, and most importantly is Fault Tolerance. 

In distributed system the individual workstations communicate each other by passing messages. An important goal in 

distributed systems design is to construct the system in such a way that it can automatically recover from partial failures 

without seriously affecting the overall performance. The partial failure is the key problem of the distributed system, 

which is differentiate it from a single processor system. Distributed systems are designed to work from different locations 

or in other words from a different processors, and each processor may go off unexpectedly or be disconnected from the 

network. In this case designer of the distributed systems should build system that controls failures or even better tries to 

prevent them. As the size of distributed system is increasing day by day chances of faults are increasing. Mean time to 

failure is decreasing with increase in size and complexity of distributed system. In large and dynamic distributed system 

millions of computing devices are working altogether and these millions of computing device are prone to failures. 

Failures of processors, disks, memory, power, and link failure are some examples of failures. Faults are inevitable in 

larger and dynamic distributed system. Faults may stop or halt execution of distributed system. It disturbs normal 

execution and may turn system execution in wrong direction. 

 

              A system failure occurs when the system behavior is not consistent with its specifications. A system consists of 

several components, more the number of components; the more are the things that could be faulty. Since failures are 

caused by faults, a direct approach to improve the reliability of a system is to try to prevent faults from occurring into a 

system. This approach is called fault prevention. The other approach is fault tolerance. The goal is to provide service 
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despite the presence of faults in the system. The fault prevention methods focus on methodologies for design, testing and 

validation; whereas fault tolerant methods focus on how to use components in a manner such that failures can be masked. 

Here onwards, we will be discussing techniques for building fault tolerant distributed systems. Distributed computing is a 

field of computer science that studies distributed systems. The term distributed system is used to describe a system with 

following characteristics: it consists of several computers that do not share a memory or clock; the computers 

communicate with each other by exchanging messages over a communication network; and each computer has its own 

memory and runs its own operating system. The resources owned and controlled by a computer are said to be local to it, 

while the resources owned and controlled by other computers and those that can only be accessed through the network 

are said to be remote or global. 

 
Fig 1 Distributed System 

 
Fig 1 shows the working environment of a distributed system. A Real time system can be defines as a system that is 

highly dependable on deadlines. Deadlines in the sense that a time will be given to particular task and the task should be 

completed with that time period. So, in order to function a real time system should be reliable and a task running on real 

time system should be feasible, reliable, and scalable. Some examples of real time system are Nuclear Systems, Robotic 

Controls, medical equipment,  defence systems etc. so, it is now clear to us that a real time system not only depends upon 

the logical outputs but also on the time of production of a output. Aircraft control is a good example of a real time 

distributed system. So, a distributed system can be effective for feature like that it can be present like a single system 

image; it can be easily expandable when load to a system occurs. And more importantly failure of one component can be 

covered by another one, so as to reduce fault can give a better output. This property called Fault Tolerance, which we 

will discuss later. 

2. FAULT AND FAULT ENVIRONMENT 

 In this section we will discuss about some basic about faults and fault environment and finally fault tolerance. Before 

moving up to fault tolerance, first let us review to some basic concepts of faults and fault environment. In order to give a 

better performance and to give a logical output, a system must detect the faults and perform even in case of faults. There 

are different types of faults which can occur in a real time distributed system. These faults can be broadly classified as: 

Network faults, Physical fault, media faults, process faults. Network faults occur in a network due to network partition, 

packet loss, communication failure etc. Physical faults can occur in hardware like fault in CPUs, memory fault etc. Media 

faults occur due to media head crashes. Process faults occur due to shortage of resources, software bugs etc. But, Fault 

occurs with respect to time are as follows: Permanent: These failures occur by accidently cutting a wire, power 

breakdown and so on which can cause major disruptions and some part of system may not be functioning as desired. 

Intermittent: These failures appear occasionally. Mostly they are ignored while testing the system and only appear when 

the system goes into operation. Transient: They are caused by some inherent fault in the system. However, these failures 

are corrected by retrying roll back the system to previous state such as restarting software or resending a message. These 

failures are common to in computer systems. But, in real time system, main focus is on hardware fault tolerance. Due to 

presence of faults, the system encounters many problems during execution or processing of any event. This ultimately 

leads to a Fault environment. 

 

3. FAULT TOLERANCE 

 
Fault Tolerance can be defined as a property of a system which provides the facility to perform efficiently even in case of 

any faults. Fault tolerance can be achieved by detecting a faulty process, saving and restoring the computational tasks of 

the faulty processor, and then distributing the recovered task to the remaining processors so that the system can continue 

to operate, although with degradation of computing power. An appropriate fault detector can avoid loss due to any link 

failure, resource failure or in any other fault environment. Hardware Fault tolerance can be achieved by adding extra 

hardware like processors, resources like memory, I/O devices etc. Faults can be characterized as transient or permanent. 

Transient faults are fault of limited duration, caused by temporary malfunction of the system or due to some external 
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interference. They can cause a failure, or an error, only in the duration for which they exist. These errors caused may also 

exist only for a short duration, which makes detecting such faults very hard and expensive. Permanent faults are those in 

which once the component fails, it never works correctly again. Many techniques for fault tolerance assume that the 

components fail permanently. 

 

 

 

Fig 2 Fault Handling Life Cycle 

 

3.1 Fault Handling Life Cycle 

 
A typical fault handling state transition diagram is as shown in Figure 2. The assumption made here is that the system is 

running with copy-0 as active unit and copy-1 as standby when the copy-0 fails, copy-1 will detect the fault by any of the 

fault detection mechanisms that are implemented by the system. At this point, copy-1 takes over from copy-0 and 

becomes active. The state of copy-0 is marked suspect and for the time being diagnostics is pending. The system raises 

an alarm, notifying the operator that copy-0 is in stand-by mode and diagnostics are to be done. Diagnostics are now 

scheduled on copy-0. This includes power-on diagnostics (to check power failure) and hardware interface diagnostics (to 

check failure of hardware components). If the diagnostics on copy-0 pass, copy-0 is brought in-service as standby unit. If 

the diagnostics fail, copy-0 is marked failed and the operator is notified about the failed card. The operator replaces the 

failed card with a new one and the system diagnoses the new card to assure that it is healthy. Once the diagnostics pass, 

copy-0 is marked standby. The copy- 0 now monitors the health of copy-1 which is currently the active copy. The 

operator now restores the original configuration, i.e. copy-0 becomes active and copy-1 standby. 

 

3.2 Phases in Fault Tolerance 

 
In general, the implementation of fault tolerance in any particular system is closely linked with the system, its 

architecture and design. Just like designing a system is depend on the properties/requirements of the system, designing a 

fault tolerant system is also dependent on the needs and functionality of the system .Thus, no general technique can be 

proposed for “adding” fault tolerance to a system. However, some general principles which are useful in designing fault 

tolerant systems have been identified. The four phases that are general when designing fault tolerance in a system are: 

(1)  Error detection 

(2) Damage confinement 

(3) Error recovery 
(4) Fault treatment and continued system service 

 

3.3 NEED OF FAULT TOLERANCE  

 
The needs of fault tolerance are mentioned below:  
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(1) Better outcome of results in case of any faults.  

(2)  For reliable processing of transaction.  

(3)  To avoid faulty systems. 

(4)  Limit ourselves to types of failures and errors which are more likely to occur.  

 

 

 

 

4. VARIOUS FAULT TOLERANCE TECHNIQUES 

 
4.1 Replication Based Fault Tolerance Technique 

 
Replication based technique is one of the popular fault tolerance techniques. A replica means multiple copies. 

Replication is a process of maintaining different copies of a data item or object. In replication techniques, request from 

client is forwarded to one of replica among a set of replicas. This technique is used for request that do not modify state of 

service. Replication adds redundancy in system. In this way failure of some nodes will not result in failure in system and 

thus fault tolerance is achieved as shown in fig 3. 

 
Fig 3 Replication Based Technique 

  

4.2 Process Level Redundancy 

 
This technique is mainly used as a fault tolerance for transient faults. A transient fault will eventually disappear without 

any apparent intervention. Transient faults are less severe but hard to diagnose and handle. It is caused by temporary 

malfunction of some system component. Some environmental interference also causes transient fault or faults. Transient 

faults are emerging as a critical concern in the reliability of distributed system. Hardware based fault tolerance is very 

costly hence software based fault tolerance is used to handle transient faults. Process-level redundancy (PLR) is a 

software based technique for transient fault tolerance, which leverages multiple cores for low overhead. PLR creates a set 

of redundant processes per application process as shown in fig 3. 

 
Fig 4 N-Process redundancy 
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4.3 Check pointing and Roll Back 

 
Checkpoint with rollback-recovery is a well-known technique. Checkpoint is an operation which stores the current state 

of computation in stable storage. Checkpoints are established during the normal execution of a program periodically. 

This information is saved on a stable storage so that it can be used in case of node failures. The information includes the 

process state, its environment, the value of registers, etc. When an error is detected, the process is roll backed to the last 

saved state . Fig 5 shown below gives an idea about this technique. The main function of a recovery is to recover the 

system again in consistent and operation state as it continues to work in normal condition. Two most important types of 

Rollback recoveries are checkpoint based rollback recovery and log based rollback recovery. Checkpoint-based rollback 

recovery relies only on checkpoints .Log-based rollback-recovery combines' check pointing with logging of non-

deterministic events. 

 
Fig 5 Check pointing technique 

 

4.4 Fusion Based Technique 
 

Although replication method is widely used as a fault tolerance technique but number of backups is a main drawback. 

Number of backups increases drastically as coverage against number of faults increases. As the number of backup 

increases management of these backups is very costly. Fusion based techniques overcome this problem. It is emerging as 

a popular technique to handle multiple faults. Basically it is an alternate idea for fault tolerance that requires fewer 

backup machines than replication based approaches. In fusion based fault tolerance a technique, back up machines is 

used which is cross product of original computing machines. These backup machines are called as fusions corresponding 

to the given set of machines. Overhead in fusion based techniques is very high during recovery from faults. Hence this 

technique is acceptable if probability of fault is low. 

5. Conclusions 

Fault tolerance assesses the ability of a system to respond gracefully to an unexpected hardware or software failure. It is 

very difficult to detect fault in distributed system as compared with uniprocessors. Fault Tolerance techniques are also 

depending upon its occurrence. Fault tolerance consists of two major components; failure detection and recovery. In this 

we have identified important issues such as fast, adaptive, accuracy, completeness, confidence and able to detect multiple 

faults. A reliable detector must not suspect a working process or processor and at the same time, it must detect all faults 

as early as possible. Recovery time must be very less and it must be efficient. Recovery time can be reduced by high 

availability of log information as well as starting the recovery from last checkpoint instead of complete restart. 
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